INTRODUCTION
============

DNA looping is a means of communication at a distance between DNA sites used in transcription, replication and repair. In particular, looping enhances transcriptional repression by the archetypal Lac repressor protein, LacI, via increasing the local concentration of LacI at the primary operator O1 through anchoring LacI at secondary operators O2 and O3 ([@gks019-B1]). The landmark crystal structures of LacI and its co-complexes with two DNA operators show a V-shaped protein with the DNA fragments close together, and they provide structural constraints on the looping of intervening DNA. The LacI homotetramer is a dimer of dimers, with each dimer binding one operator site through N-terminal headpieces, binding one or two inducers in a central core domain, and binding the other dimer through a shared C-terminal four-helix bundle ([@gks019-B2; @gks019-B3; @gks019-B4]). Connections between the core domain and the tetramerization domain of LacI, at the vertex of the V, are made by short peptide linkers that lack secondary structure and have varied conformations. This arrangement has been hypothesized to permit opening of the dimer--dimer interface into an extended linear form, while maintaining the tetrameric oligomeric state ([@gks019-B3],[@gks019-B5],[@gks019-B6]). The interface between the DNA binding headpiece and the core domain, called the hinge helix, has also been proposed to be flexible ([@gks019-B7]), and the headpiece itself has an inherent plasticity that allows stable non-specific binding to non-operator DNA ([@gks019-B8],[@gks019-B9]). The nonspecific interactions may accelerate loop formation by allowing intersegment transfer, one-dimensional diffusion or hopping along DNA ([@gks019-B10; @gks019-B11; @gks019-B12]).

Induction of the *lac* operon by binding of ligands such as allolactose and IPTG decreases LacI binding affinity for operator DNA by 1000-fold relative to free protein ([@gks019-B13],[@gks019-B14]). The decreased affinity is mediated by an allosteric conformational change suggested to be the withdrawal of the hinge helix from the DNA ([@gks019-B2],[@gks019-B15]). However, even in the presence of saturating IPTG, significant repression of the promoter can be observed *in vivo*, and the efficiency of repression shows the classic signal of looping: it is a periodic function of the interoperator spacing ([@gks019-B16; @gks019-B17; @gks019-B18]). Quantitative models for regulation, which depend on the occupancy at O1, should include all possible LacI•DNA loops in the presence and absence of IPTG as well as non-specific DNA binding by LacI. Such models require detailed knowledge of the possible loop structures and their energetics.

DNA loops anchored by a V-shaped protein can adopt different loop topologies referred to as parallel (P) and antiparallel (A) according to the relative directions of the upstream and downstream operator DNA bound to the protein ([@gks019-B19]). Furthermore, the parallel and antiparallel DNA trajectories can be subdivided into P1, P2, A1 and A2 ([Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"}) according to whether the upstream operator is directed toward or away from the downstream dimer-DNA unit ([@gks019-B20]). In addition, if the V-shaped LacI can open up to a more linear form, then an extended (E) loop must be considered. Figure 1.Design of a LacI•DNA looping landscape and fluorophore position variants (FPVs). (**A**) Looping constructs are derived from the previously reported operator-bend-operator construct 9C14 ([@gks019-B23]). The two helical phasing adaptors were altered by 0, ± 2 or ± 4 bp, rotating both operators to give the 5 × 5 matrix of constructs (5,7,9,11,13)C(10,12,14,16,18), e.g. 5C10. The first number indexes the bend-operator separation on the donor side and the second indexes the acceptor side. Double-labeled molecules were prepared by PCR with primers that were labeled with fluorophores either at the previously used internal (I) or else the external (E) positions. The four FPVs have different combinations of donor (blue) and acceptor (red) positions, for example D~E~A~I~. The constructs were modeled using the junction model for A-tract DNA ([@gks019-B34],[@gks019-B35]) and the LacI•DNA co-crystal structure ([@gks019-B4]). The donor sides of the DNA constructs are superimposed. LacI is shown bound in one of two possible orientations relative to the operator, with a putative extended LacI as a ghost image. For clarity, the DNA bending at the acceptor-side operator is not shown. (**B**) The operator DNA in the V-shaped LacI•DNA co-crystal structure was extended with ideal B-DNA to show the four fluorophore attachment points, each two base pairs outside of each operator. The distances shown are calculated between the C5 carbons of the T residues to which the fluorophores are attached. (**C**) The FPVs can be mapped onto loop topologies anticipated for this DNA sequence space. Assuming that the LacI V-shape does not change, FRET for each FPV should be maximal for one of the four loop topologies: the P1 loop should give maximal FRET with the D~I~A~I~ FPV, P2 with D~E~A~E~, A1 with D~I~A~E~ and A2 with D~E~A~I~. FRET should be decreased or absent in extended (E) complexes.

The LacI•DNA loop free energy includes contributions from specific LacI-operator binding, anticooperativity between headpiece--DNA-binding interactions ([@gks019-B21]), DNA elastic energy in the loop and the entropic cost of bringing distant operators close together. Protein deformation will also modulate the shape and the energetics as long as the protein is not infinitely stiff. Sequence-directed bending or anisotropic flexibility in the intervening DNA can potentiate or prevent looping ([@gks019-B22; @gks019-B23; @gks019-B24]). The physical chemistry of looping, and especially the connection between *in vitro* properties of DNA and *in vivo* loop stability, is not completely understood. *In vivo* loops are often observed to be surprisingly stable ([@gks019-B25]), and while this has been rationalized by recent controversial suggestions that DNA is substantially more flexible than had previously been thought ([@gks019-B26],[@gks019-B27]), protein flexibility and multivalency must also be considered. To disentangle these influences, we have previously created LacI•DNA looping constructs comprising symmetrical operators (O~sym~) bracketing a sequence-directed phased A-tract bend ([@gks019-B23],[@gks019-B24],[@gks019-B28]). The DNA bending stabilizes loops by dramatically decreasing the free energy cost for bringing the operators together, but the stabilization depends on the spatial orientation of the operator and the bend. Footprinting, electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs), DNA ring closure and bulk and single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) showed that two constructs with different helical phasings of the operators relative to the bend, denoted 9C14 and 11C12, yield hyperstable loops with different LacI•DNA loop geometries. These geometries were initially proposed to be a V-shaped (closed form, P1) loop and an extended (open form, E) loop, respectively. Subsequent rod mechanics modeling suggested that the experimental observations can also be explained by a rigid V-shaped protein coupled with all of the possible DNA loop topologies as well as twist variations within the loop ([@gks019-B29]). The calculations have been extended to a complete landscape of possible phasing isomers ([@gks019-B30]), and they have generated predictions for loop energies, topologies and geometries that can be compared to experiment.

We have generalized our previous experimental work on bent DNA constructs that support stable looping by synthesizing a comprehensive set of molecules with systematic variations in the helical phasing between operators and the central DNA bend ([@gks019-B23],[@gks019-B31]). As in previous work, we have characterized loop stability and geometry over the landscape of molecules using FRET between fluorophores linked to the DNA ([@gks019-B24],[@gks019-B28]). Because of the limited range over which FRET efficiency is sensitive to distance, we have also generalized our previous work to include four different sets of fluorophore position variants (FPVs), so that all of the different closed form DNA loop topologies are expected to provide measurable FRET for at least one FPV. Finally, recognizing that repression by IPTG•LacI•DNA is important to the biology of the operon, we have studied loop geometries in the presence and absence of saturating concentrations of IPTG.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Materials
---------

Phusion DNA polymerase and the BstN I restriction enzyme were purchased from New England Biolabs. Primers were from IDT. Alexa dyes (with succinimydyl ester linkages) were from Invitrogen. QuikChange mutagenesis kits were from Stratagene (now Agilent). LacI protein was expressed and purified according to published procedures ([@gks019-B32],[@gks019-B33]), with modifications adapted from unpublished work by L. Edelman, as described in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1).

The LacI buffer used for all experiments is 25 mM Tris, pH 7.8, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 100 mM KCl, 2 mM DTT, 50 µg/ml acetylated BSA (New England Biolabs) and 0.02% IGEPAL CA-630 detergent (Sigma-Aldrich, replaces NP-40).

Synthesis of a DNA sequence landscape with FPVs
-----------------------------------------------

DNA sequence landscape clones were derived from the previously described hyperstable looping construct pRM9C14 ([@gks019-B23]). Site-directed mutagenesis using QuikChange and four different primer pairs on each side ([Table 1](#gks019-T1){ref-type="table"}) introduced helical rotation (relative to 9C14) of 0, ± 2 and ± 4 bp for each of the two operators relative to the central bend. The models of DNA constructs shown in [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"} use the junction model for DNA bending ([@gks019-B34],[@gks019-B35]). DNA models were docked with the LacI•DNA co-crystal structure 1LBG ([@gks019-B4]) in Pymol using *pair_fit*. All DNA sequences are provided in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1) ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1) and [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1)). Table 1.QuikChange primers used to generate the sequence landscapeSequence changeForward primers (reverse primers are the complements)Donor side change    9Cx → 13Cx5′ AGATCTCA**[G]{.ul}**AT**[C]{.ul}**TCGT**CG**ACGGATCCGG 3′    9Cx → 11Cx5′ AGATCTCA**[G]{.ul}**AT**[C]{.ul}**TCGT\--ACGGATCCGG 3′    9Cx (original)(5′ AGATCTCA-AT-TCGT\--ACGGATCCGG 3′)    9Cx → 7Cx5′ AGATCTC\-\-\--TTCGT\--ACGGATCCGG 3′    9Cx → 5Cx5′ AGATCT\-\-\-\-\--TCGT\--ACGGATCCGG 3′Acceptor side change    yC14 → yC185′ GCGCTGAACGCGTCCTAGA**[CGCT]{.ul}**ATCGAAGC 3′    yC14 → yC165′ GCGCTGAACGCGTCCTAGA**[CG]{.ul}**\--ATCGAAGC 3′    yC14 (original)(5′ GCGCTGAACGCGTCCTAGA\-\-\--ATCGAAGC 3′)    yC14 → yC125′ GCGCTGAACGCGTCCTA\-\-\-\-\--ATCGAAGCTAGC 3′    yC14 → yC105′ GCGCTGAACGCGTCC\-\-\-\-\-\-\--ATCGAAGCTAGC 3′[^2][^3][^4][^5]

Plasmids were maintained in XL1-Blue cells (Stratagene/Agilent). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) templates were prepared by digesting miniprep DNA with BstN I followed by purification of the ∼420 bp fragment on a 7.5% native polyacrylamide gel (40:1 acrylamide: *bis*-acrylamide). The desired fragment was excised, eluted by crush and soak (50 mM NaOAc pH 7.0, 1 mM EDTA), phenol--chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated and resuspended in TE buffer (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0).

The PCR primers shown below were labeled with Alexa555 (D~Internal~ and D~External~ primers) or Alexa647 (A~Internal~ and A~External~ primers). The locations of amino-modified thymines 2 bp outside of the O~sym~ operator (in capital letters) are underlined and capitalized. Dye labeling was done following the manufacturer\'s recommendations, except the reaction time was 3 h. Unreacted dye was removed using a P6 column (Bio-Rad) and primers were purified on a 12% acrylamide 8 M urea denaturing gel and worked up as above: D~Internal~ : 5′ ccgatatctgcaggtcagtctaggtAATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATTa[T]{.ul}atct 3′D~External~ : 5′ ccgatatctgcaggtcagtctag[T]{.ul}tAATTGTGAGCGC 3′A~Internal~ : 5′ ttgatatcaaagctttaccacaacgAATTGTGAGCGCTCACAATTa[T]{.ul}ctagcttcg 3′A~External~ : 5′ ttgatatcaaagctttaccacaa[T]{.ul}gAATTGTGAGCGC 3′

PCR amplification to give the four different FPVs used Phusion polymerase. For the D~I~A~I~, D~E~A~I~and D~E~A~E~ landscapes, PCR mixtures (50 µl) contained 40 pg of BstN I digested DNA template, 0.5 µM each primer, 250 µM each dNTP, 4% DMSO and 2 U Phusion polymerase, in HF buffer. For the D~I~A~E~ landscape, Buffer J (from Epicentre) was used without the addition of 4% DMSO. After an initial 2-min incubation at 95°C, 30 cycles of 95°C for 15 s, 58°C for 15 s, 62°C for 15 s, 66°C for 15 s, 68°C for 15 s and 72°C for 30 s were performed, followed by a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. PCR products were purified on a 7.5% gel, eluted by crush and soak and purified using Qiaquick PCR purification kits (Qiagen). DNA concentration was determined by UV absorbance.

FRET experiments with the LacI•DNA looping landscape and spectral decompositions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All FRET experiments were performed on a Varian Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer. Excitation of the donor (Alexa 555) was at 514 nm, and the emission spectrum was scanned from 550 to 750 nm, with a 10-nm slit width. Direct excitation of the acceptor (Alexa 647) was at 600 nm, and emission was scanned from 640 to 750 nm.

All experiments were done in LacI buffer. For each FPV landscape, initially donor and acceptor emission spectra were collected for 2 nM DNA-only samples. DNA was then mixed with LacI for 1 min before measuring emission spectra. Then IPTG was added to 5 mM and allowed to incubate for another minute before rescanning. The order of addition of IPTG and LacI had no effect on the measured FRET efficiency after 1 min, suggesting equilibrium was reached. After IPTG addition, all mixtures were supplemented with an additional 3 nM LacI and were rescanned after another minute of incubation.

All experimental spectra were buffer corrected and then resolved into donor and acceptor emission contributions, using refinements of our previous method ([@gks019-B28]). The reference donor and acceptor emission spectra for each FPV were the average emission spectra obtained for all constructs with the corresponding fluorophores. (For example, the common reference donor emission spectrum used for the D~I~A~E~ landscape was the average of the 25 spectra obtained at 514 nm excitation for all of the D~I~A~E~ constructs.) The Matlab backslash operator was used to decompose the experimental spectra into linear combinations of reference spectra, giving coefficients *C*~dono~*~r~* and *C*~acceptor~ representing the donor and acceptor contributions. FRET efficiency was then calculated for donor quenching and enhanced acceptor emission according to the equations below:

Here *C*~donor~ and *C*~acceptor~ are the donor and acceptor contributions, and +*xfer* refers to (+LacI), (+LacI +IPTG) or (+LacI +IPTG +excess LacI) conditions. The actual ratio of quantum yields was estimated according to the equation below, from the integrated intensities *I~D~* and *I~A~* of the emission spectra for each dye excited directly, the observed absorbances at the excitation wavelengths and the absorption maxima, the manufacturer\'s extinction coefficients at the absorption maxima and the labeling efficiencies *f~A~* and *f~D~*:

The labeling efficiencies *f~A~* and *f~D~* were measured to be ∼100% for D~I~ and A~E~, 70 % for D~E~, and 75 % for A~I~ (see [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1) for details). The estimated was about 1 versus 1/3 expected from the manufacturer\'s quantum yields. The difference may reflect the environment of the dyes near the DNA. The average values were 0.86, 1.20, 1.22 and 1.62 for the D~I~A~I~, D~I~A~E~,D~E~A~I~ and D~E~A~E~ landscapes, respectively, versus *f~A~/f~D~* values of 0.75, 1.00, 0.93 and 1.43, respectively: the observed integrated areas of donor and acceptor emission are similar, so the apparent variation in is probably due to errors in the labeling efficiencies. This uncertainty in the labeling efficiencies of the final PCR products means that the true FRET efficiency in each landscape could be rescaled by up to about 20%, but it does not affect the relative efficiency in each landscape.

Quenching of donor fluorescence upon addition of LacI is qualitatively apparent in the spectra of [Figure 2](#gks019-F2){ref-type="fig"}, but the spectra also show that donor quenching does not correlate quantitatively with acceptor enhancement. Control experiments ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1)) on donor-only 9C14 showed that LacI and LacI + IPTG can either enhance or quench donor quantum yield, but these donor responses to environmental changes caused by LacI are not uniform across the landscape. Thus, accurate measurements of *ET*~donor~ would require two complete landscapes of singly labeled controls, for D~I~ and D~E~. In contrast, direct excitation of acceptor at 600 nm should be unaffected by energy transfer. It was measured for every sample under each experimental condition, and relatively uniform acceptor quenching (11 ± 4 %) in the presence of LacI was observed throughout, allowing uniform scaling of *C*~acceptor~ relative to the DNA-only coefficient. The landscape results below are all based on the energy transfer efficiencies calculated from acceptor enhancement. The complete set of results for *ET*~acceptor~ and the uncorrected *ET*~donor~, as well as the loop topology distributions described below, are available in Excel format as [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1). Figure 2.Different FPV/construct combinations identify the three FRET-observable loop topologies (P1, A1 and A2). Emission spectra for the constructs exhibiting the highest energy transfer for each FPV landscape are shown for 2 nM DNA alone (black), DNA + 3 nM LacI (red), DNA + LacI + 5 mM IPTG (green) and DNA + LacI + IPTG + 3 nM additional LacI added after IPTG (blue). Enhanced donor quenching and acceptor emission are qualitatively obvious in the spectra. The spectra (dots) were decomposed into a linear combination of donor and acceptor emission components (fits are shown as correspondingly colored lines). Using the emission components, FRET efficiency was calculated separately for both donor quenching and enhanced acceptor emission. The donor quantum yield changed in response to the loop environment and could not be directly measured for each construct. Changes in acceptor emission could be directly measured, so all results described here are for enhanced acceptor emission.

EMSA experiments on P1, A1 and E loops with and without IPTG
------------------------------------------------------------

EMSA experiments were performed ± IPTG on the 9C16, 5C18 and 13C10 constructs, which adopt P1, A2 and E loop shapes, respectively. Fluorescent DNA (2 nM) was incubated at 22°C with LacI for 15 min in LacI buffer. If IPTG was used, it was added with the DNA. If competitor plasmid DNA (containing the 13C10 sequence) was added after the initial incubation, the samples were allowed to incubate for a further 15 min before analysis of all of the samples on native polyacrylamide gels. In some experiments, competitor DNA was included before the addition of LacI to determine the final equilibrium state between competitor DNA and labeled DNA. Samples were electrophoresed on native 6 % polyacrylamide gels (75:1 acrylamide:*N,N′-*methylene *bis*-acrylamide, 50 mM Tris-borate, 1 mM EDTA, 1.5 mm thick by 20 cm long, run at 20 V/cm at 16°C for 2--2.5 h). The gel for the +IPTG samples contained 5 mM IPTG. Gels were imaged on a Typhoon Trio (Amersham, GE Healthcare) by exciting the donor at 532 nm, with the emission filter at 580 nm, 200 µm spot size and sensitivity of 700 V ([@gks019-B36]).

Calculation of loop population distributions
--------------------------------------------

The loop population distributions were derived from the energy transfer (*ET*) values for each construct using assumptions (1)--(4) as follows, which were based on observed trends in the data. ([@gks019-B1]) Each uniform loop type (*l = *P1, A1, A2 or E) is assumed to have a uniform FRET efficiency (*ET~l~*) within each FPV landscape; for example, all P1 loops have the same *ET* in the D~I~A~I~ landscape. ([@gks019-B2]) Based on the observation that the peak *ET* in each FPV landscape corresponds to minima that are near zero in the other two landscapes, we initially assume that the peak is a uniform population of the dominant loop topology and that the *ET* for that loop is simply the maximum observed *ET*; for example, *ET* for A1 loops is taken to be 24% based on the maximum *ET* observed in the D~I~A~E~ landscape. ([@gks019-B3]) We ignore FRET 'crosstalk' between FPV landscapes that in principle could result from weak energy transfer across the 75--85 Å separation shown in [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"}. We see no energy transfer in the D~E~A~E~ landscape, showing that at least for A1 and A2 loops crosstalk is not observed. Ignoring crosstalk between landscapes corresponds to setting *ET* = 0 for all loops other than the dominant loop for each landscape; for example, A1 loops are assumed to make no contribution to *ET* in the D~I~A~I~ landscape. ([@gks019-B4]) The observed landscape of total energy transfer (the sum over the three FPVs in which ET is seen) is not flat, showing that some of the constructs adopt shapes with reduced or zero energy transfer. Based on the observed hyperstability of all of the loops, including those that do not support FRET, the remaining population for each construct is ascribed to proposed extended (E) loops.

From the measured *ET* values for three FPV landscapes (D~I~A~I~, D~I~A~E~ and D~E~A~I~) and the assumptions above we calculate populations for the three loops that support FRET (P1, A1 and A2), and the population of the extended form is taken to be the remainder. This corresponds to assuming that the *ET* of the extended loops is uniformly zero. Hence, the calculated populations of E loops are minimum estimates. For IPTG•LacI•DNA complexes the same *ET*~*l*~ values are used, but 'E' represents a state that includes the E loops and also any other complexes that exhibit decreased FRET. Varying the *ET*~*l*~ values over any reasonable range maintains the general shapes shown in [Figures 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B and [4](#gks019-F4){ref-type="fig"}B. If *ET*~*l*~ is increased for all loops, the calculated E loop populations increase. Figure 3.FRET results for FPV landscapes differentiate among LacI-mediated DNA loop topologies. (**A**) The energy transfer efficiencies, obtained as in [Figure 2](#gks019-F2){ref-type="fig"} from enhanced acceptor emission, are presented as 5 × 5 matrices indexed by linker as described in [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"}. The four FPVs for each construct in the landscape were prepared in parallel PCR reactions using one set of four primers. This yielded a total of 100 double-labeled samples. The adaptor and corresponding construct nomenclature are shown below the surface maps. (**B**) Loop population distributions for P1, A1, A2 and extended (E) topologies determined from the energy transfer efficiencies in all of the FPV landscapes. The four populations were calculated using the assumptions described in the text. The E loop landscape accounts for the difference between the observed total FRET and the expected total FRET for a population consisting only of loops anchored by V-shaped LacI. The residuals of the population fit (theory -- expt) are shown at the bottom; the negative residual for construct 9C16 is discussed in the text. Figure 4.P1, A2 and E loops show distinct behaviors in electrophoretic mobility shift assays with and without IPTG. In both polyacrylamide gels, 2 nM (final concentrations) doubly-labeled constructs (D~I~A~I~) were mixed with 2 or 4 nM of LacI and incubated at 22°C for 15 min. Then 4 or 10 nM of plasmid competitor was added to the indicated samples with 4 nM LacI and incubated for another 15 min. The asterisk indicates that plasmid competitor was added prior to the addition of LacI. The bottom gel contained 5 mM IPTG, and the samples loaded onto this gel were preincubated with 5 mM IPTG before the addition of LacI. Running times were about 2 h for the top gel and 2.5 h for the bottom gel. The identification of looped (L), singly bound (sb) and doubly bound (db) complexes is based on previous work ([@gks019-B23]) and the responses to protein and competitor concentrations.

The populations *f~l~* for each loop type are given by the solution to the set of three equations below, solved individually for each construct, subject to the constraints that each *f~l~* is between 0 and 1 and the *f~l~* sum to 1: where the *ET*~*fpv*~ are the observed *ET* values for each FPV. Given the above assumptions, the populations *f~l~* for P1, A1 and A2 should reduce to the ratios *ET*~*fpv*~/*ET*~*l*~ and the fraction *f~E~* found in extended states should be simply . In practice, because the small uncertainty in acceptor quenching means that some of the calculated *ET* values are negative (although small), some of the *f~l~\'s* are calculated to be \<0. Also, the peak populations may not be perfectly uniform, and use of the *ET*~*fpv*~/*ET*~*l*~ ratios and the uncertainty in the *ET*~*l*~ value for the dominant loop lead to some constructs with . Therefore, we used the constrained minimization tools in Matlab to give best-fit values for the *f~l~\'s*. Whenever *f~E~* is positive, the residuals in [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"} are zero, or else slightly positive when observed ET values are negative. The only significant negative residual is for 9C16, indicating excess observed FRET. This could be due to a larger true *ET*~*l*~ value, an unusual extent of crosstalk, or differences in labeling efficiency.

The population distributions from [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B were tiled by inserting a 2.5-bp gap between tiles to reflect an assumed 10.5 bp helical repeat, and then populations were linearly interpolated using the *interp2* function in Matlab. The tiling considers only the effects of changing interoperator helical phasing, not the small changes in distances per se. All Matlab routines are available upon request.

RESULTS
=======

DNA loop geometry and stability are controlled by a balance among the free energies for DNA bending and twisting, specific and nonspecific protein--DNA binding, protein oligomerization and deformation and entropic localization of binding sites. Our prebent looping constructs are useful for studying loops because they not only reduce the bending free energy but also allow different geometries to be selected based on the helical phasing between the operators and the bend direction. A complete family of related DNA looping substrates should provide examples of all of the accessible loop topologies, and a systematic study of the landscape of loops as a function of DNA shape and sequence can help disentangle all of the contributions to loop free energy. The DNA constructs elaborated from our previous prebent hyperstable looping substrates are illustrated in [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"}. To allow direct detection of a variety of loop topologies, we further generalized the system by making FPVs with fluorophores both internal (D~I~, A~I~) and external (D~E~, A~E~) to the operators; our previous work used exclusively the D~I~A~I~ arrangement. For each FPV, FRET should be maximal for one of the four possible closed form loop topologies, and these signatures are also illustrated in [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"}. The P1 loop gives maximal FRET with the D~I~A~I~ FPV, P2 with D~E~A~E~, A1 with D~I~A~E~ and A2 with D~E~A~I~, assuming that the LacI V-shape does not change. The fluorophores are all in analogous positions relative to the *lac* operators, so we expected that the maximal level of energy transfer would be the same for each of the loop topologies.

FPV landscapes differentiate among protein--DNA loop topologies
---------------------------------------------------------------

FRET efficiency was measured for each of the four FPVs of each of the 25 DNA constructs, in the presence of saturating LacI and also LacI + IPTG, with the spectra exhibiting maximal FRET being shown in [Figure 2](#gks019-F2){ref-type="fig"}. We refer to each set of 25 constructs measured with a single FPV pair as an FPV landscape, so there are four landscapes. Energy transfer efficiencies for the constructs giving maximal FRET are 29% for 9C16-D~I~A~I~ (maximal FRET in the P1 topology), 24% for 13C14-D~I~A~E~ (A1 topology) and 28% for 5C18-D~E~A~I~ (A2 topology). No FRET was observed for any D~E~A~E~ construct, suggesting that none of our constructs can form P2 loops and also that 'sandwich complexes' in which one LacI tetramer bridges two separate DNA molecules do not contribute measurable FRET for any of these molecules under our conditions. The overall FRET efficiency was lower than expected based on previous single-molecule FRET measurements that showed very efficient energy transfer for the 9C14 construct ([@gks019-B24]). This discrepancy suggests overestimation of the true fluorophore labeling efficiencies here, which were measured as 100% for D~I~ and A~E~ at the stage of primer labeling but could not be measured in the final PCR products. For robust comparison among FPVs, the quoted FRET efficiencies do include consideration of the measured relative labeling efficiencies of D~I~ versus D~E~ (70%) and of A~I~ (76%) versus A~E~ primer sets, determined as in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1). LacI affects donor quantum yield ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1)), making quantitative measurements of donor quenching through FRET difficult, so all of the apparent energy transfer values discussed here are derived from enhanced acceptor emission. All of the FRET efficiencies for all FPV landscapes and conditions, calculated using both donor quenching and acceptor emission, are provided in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1).

[Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"} presents the four FPV energy transfer landscapes as 5 × 5 matrices, with each column sharing a donor-side phasing adapter and each row an acceptor-side adapter and the efficiency plotted on the *z*-axis. The distinct FRET peaks in the separate FPV landscapes identify the regions where P1, A1 and A2 loops dominate. The constructs giving maximum energy transfer in one FPV landscape generally show little or no transfer in the others, confirming the implication in [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"} that a loop of a particular topology shows strong energy transfer for only one arrangement of fluorophores. For example, 9C16 shows 29% transfer in the D~I~A~I~ (P1) landscape but no more than 4--6% in the D~I~A~E~ or D~E~A~I~ landscapes, and 13C14 shows 24% transfer in the D~I~A~E~ (A1) landscape and no measurable transfer in any of the others.

These results confirm that changing the helical phasing between the central DNA bend and the operators can control loop geometry. They confirm expectations based on previous work an [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"} that operators directed outward with respect to the center of A-tract curvature favor the P1 topology. Constructs with one operator directed inward prefer A1 or A2 loops if the other operator can be moved into position without excessive twisting. The cause for choosing between A1 and A2 loops is not visually obvious; they differ in that the DNA lengths between the operator and the bend are markedly different on each side.

Calculated loop population distributions suggest the existence of an extended loop
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The FPV landscapes of [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"} each provides a different window on the underlying population distribution for each construct among P1, A1 and A2 loop topologies. To extract these populations rigorously would require knowledge of the energy transfer efficiency for each topology for each individual construct, which is not available from our data; instead we simply assume that the energy transfer efficiency for a given topology is constant, i.e. that any deformation of the LacI•DNA complex is similar for all the constructs within a given loop topology. The peak FRET efficiencies are similar (though not identical) for each landscape, suggesting that the LacI protein geometry is similar in all V-shaped loops; our previous theoretical work assumed rigid protein ([@gks019-B30]). The assumption of constant energy transfer efficiency within a topology and the observation above that the peak constructs in each landscape adopt uniform shapes together imply that the population adopting each topology for a given construct is approximately equal to the energy transfer in the corresponding FPV landscape for that construct divided by the maximum amount of transfer in that landscape; the 'Materials and Methods' section describes small corrections to give final values.

Competition experiments in which unlabeled competitor is added to LacI--DNA loops show that the observed FRET is resistant to the challenge for many hours, even for low-FRET constructs ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks019/DC1)). This suggests that, surprisingly, all of these constructs make loops that are hyperstable: if any of the DNA were found in unlooped forms, they would be destroyed via formation of intermediate sandwich complexes. The total of the calculated loop topology populations should thus be 100% for each construct, but [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"} showed that this is clearly not the case. Several constructs **(**for example 13C10**)**show an apparent total population of \<5%. This dramatic discrepancy is unlikely to be accounted for by small variations in energy transfer efficiency among constructs forming loops with V-shaped LacI, suggesting that there are stable looped states with substantially altered protein conformations that exhibit much lower energy transfer efficiency than P1, A1 or A2. The suggestion of a stable extended loop state is in accord with previous models ([@gks019-B20],[@gks019-B23]). Interpreting the absence of FRET in parts of the landscape as evidence for such a loop is possible only because the complete landscape was shown to be hyperstable.

LacI opening in LacI•DNA looped complexes has been suggested previously by gel mobility variations ([@gks019-B23]). To confirm that constructs that do not exhibit FRET are still forming stable LacI•DNA loops and to explore their loop shapes we performed EMSAs on the low-FRET construct 13C10 as well as two high-FRET constructs that form P1 and A2 loops, 9C16 and 5C18, respectively. Additionally, we tested the responses of each loop to excess LacI and plasmid competitor. The top gel in [Figure 4](#gks019-F4){ref-type="fig"} confirms that 13C10 forms a loop that is just as stable to competitor as the high-FRET loops. The 9C16 loop (P1) migrates more rapidly than the other two loops, as seen previously ([@gks019-B23]), while the 13C10 loop and the 5C18 loop (A2) are similar to each other. We conclude that the P1 loop is relatively compact but that the EMSA cannot distinguish between an A2 loop and the proposed extended loop.

We include the extended (E) loop in the population distributions by assuming that it exhibits no energy transfer, such that the population of this state quantifies the total 'missing energy transfer' across the landscapes (see 'Materials and Methods' section). The calculated population distribution landscapes for P1, A1 and A2 loops for all constructs ([Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B) are similar in shape to the observed FRET efficiency, as they must be. The calculated E loop population landscape shows that the constructs that have substantial E contributions are centered on the 13C10/13C18 corner as well as between antiparallel loops. These molecules generally appear in [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"} to have operators that are torsionally out of phase.

The residuals for the population distribution fits of [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B are significant only for P1 loops, for which the residuals are negative, indicating greater total FRET than the model accounted for. This could reflect long-distance FRET across the operator, giving crosstalk between landscapes; for example, P1 loops could give weak FRET in the D~I~A~E~ and D~E~A~I~ landscapes via head group rotation ([@gks019-B7]) or compression of the V-shape of the protein. The absence of any transfer in the D~E~A~E~ landscape shows that A1 and A2 loops do not exhibit any crosstalk, so while we cannot eliminate the possibility that the P1 loops do exhibit crosstalk we ignore it in the population modeling. Thus, the low FRET observed for P1 loops in the D~I~A~E~ and D~E~A~I~ landscapes is modeled as small antiparallel populations for all of the constructs that form predominantly P1 loops. The negative residuals could also be due to underestimating the maximum FRET for a uniform P1 population. If we assume that the maximum possible P1 FRET is actually larger, the residuals are eliminated and the calculated contributions of A1 and A2 loops in the predominantly P1 populations increase. This could come about, for example, by compression of the V-shaped LacI. Furthermore, if the E states actually exhibit non-zero FRET then their populations have also been underestimated. The E loop population landscape accounts for 31% of the total population in the DNA sequence space in [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}, but this is only a minimum estimate because the calculated total FRET, summed over all the FPVs, never reaches the maximum FRET previously observed for a V-shaped LacI•DNA complex (∼90%). Quantitative interpretation of apparent FRET is complicated by uncertainties in the labeling efficiency and the extent of donor quenching, but single-molecule methods should be able to identify whether variations in maximum FRET efficiency exist.

In summary, the approach of making FPVs for all of the constructs on the DNA sequence landscape gives us confidence that we detect all loops anchored by the canonical V-shaped LacI. We can calculate the relative populations of all of these loops with reasonable precision by assuming that the FRET efficiency is similar for all of them. The hyperstability demonstrated by competition experiments, the missing FRET displayed in [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B and the EMSA on no-FRET LacI•DNA loops all provide evidence for stable loops with extended forms of LacI. We can only set wide upper and lower bounds on the true populations for extended loops. Subtle patterns in the population modeling suggest that the maximum FRET efficiencies and therefore loop geometries may differ even among V-shaped LacI loops. Modeling of the extended forms and of variations in LacI geometry in the V-shaped loops will require consideration of protein flexibility.

IPTG destabilizes loops but does not redistribute loops among different topologies
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on rod mechanics modeling, we expect that even for the hyperstable looping constructs used here the loop free energies vary widely across the landscape. We cannot detect these variations at the LacI concentrations used (∼nM), which are well above *K*~d~. Previous work has shown that IPTG•LacI•DNA loops are detectable with FRET ([@gks019-B28]) and sufficiently stable to repress transcription ([@gks019-B16]), but since IPTG is an inducer the IPTG-bound loops must be much higher in free energy than ligand-free loops. Therefore, studying the IPTG-bound loops may allow study of the relative stabilities of loops as well as giving insight into mechanisms of induction of the operon.

An EMSA performed in the presence of saturating IPTG (5 mM), the bottom gel of [Figure 4](#gks019-F4){ref-type="fig"}, showed decreased looping probability and decreased overall binding affinity for the P1, A2 and E constructs. Construct 9C16 (P1) forms a looped complex in the presence of IPTG whose mobility is very similar to the ligand-free loop, but it readily converts to a LacI~2~•DNA complex when excess LacI is added. Construct 5C18 (A2) forms a loop with increased mobility, and smearing in the gel suggests interconversion among singly bound, looped and doubly bound states. Construct 13C10 (E) converts to a form that migrates slowly in a smear, perhaps representing a mixture of loops or a network that breaks down slowly to enter the gel. In all cases, the addition of excess unlabeled competitor plasmid in the presence of IPTG caused a substantial release of labeled DNA that was not observed in the absence of IPTG. The EMSA results suggest that IPTG•LacI•DNA loops are stable in the absence of competitor but have different shapes than the ligand-free loops.

As seen for the ligand-free loops, the combination of a landscape of DNA constructs and FPVs allowed the effects of IPTG to be monitored in solution. The same samples analyzed in [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}A were saturated with IPTG (5 mM) and allowed to equilibrate for 1 min before collection of emission spectra. (Pre-incubation of 9C14 with IPTG gave identical results, suggesting that equilibrium was reached.) The general shapes of the resulting FRET landscapes ([Figure 5](#gks019-F5){ref-type="fig"}A) are similar with and without IPTG, confirming that LacI can still effectively loop DNA in the presence of IPTG ([@gks019-B16],[@gks019-B37]). IPTG always decreases FRET, and it almost completely eliminates FRET for six constructs. The observation that IPTG does not increase FRET for any construct on any landscape shows that IPTG binding does not cause substantial redistribution among the P1, A1 and A2 loops; this would have increased at least one of the populations. Figure 5.LacI•DNA looped complexes are destabilized by IPTG but they are not redistributed among P1, A1 and A2 topologies. (**A**) Pre-formed LacI•DNA looped complexes were equilibrated with saturating (5 mM) IPTG, and FRET efficiencies were measured as in [Figure 2](#gks019-F2){ref-type="fig"}. Destabilization of loops anchored by V-shaped LacI is apparent from the flattening of each FPV surface relative to the results of [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}. Redistribution of loops among topologies would have increased FRET for some constructs, which is not observed. (**B**) FRET was measured after the addition of excess (3 nM) LacI to the IPTG•LacI•DNA looped complexes. The further loss of FRET with additional LacI suggests that excess LacI partitions the less stable IPTG•LacI•DNA looped complexes partially into doubly bound complexes. FRET did not increase significantly for any of the constructs, indicating that the initial loss of FRET upon IPTG saturation was not due to the release of free DNA, which would have re-bound LacI to give looped DNA.

To understand IPTG effects on LacI•DNA loops it is necessary to establish the nature of the IPTG-bound complexes. Solution data obtained at a single LacI concentration cannot identify whether decreased FRET reflects the appearance of free DNA, unlooped singly bound DNA, alternative loop shapes or doubly bound DNA. The addition of excess LacI can distinguish among these possibilities. If there is free DNA present, excess LacI should repopulate the loop state and increase FRET. On the other hand, excess LacI should readily partition singly bound complexes or relatively unstable loops into doubly bound unlooped complexes, reducing the observed FRET further. Excess LacI can convert even a stable loop to a doubly bound complex, with the extent of conversion depending on the loop free energy and opening kinetics. We suggest that if LacI addition after IPTG addition decreases FRET further, the IPTG must have destabilized the loop enough to make it unstable relative to a doubly bound complex. On the other hand, if IPTG addition causes a decrease in FRET but subsequent LacI addition causes no further change, the IPTG-bound LacI still forms stable loops but with altered conformation(s).

FRET was measured upon increasing LacI from 3 to 6 nM after IPTG saturation, for all constructs and FPVs. [Figure 4](#gks019-F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that IPTG with excess LacI generally decreases FRET with a similar pattern to saturating IPTG alone, suggesting that addition of LacI to an IPTG-bound complex partitions relatively unstable loops into doubly bound complexes. There is incremental FRET recovery or no FRET change for a few A2 loops. Given the EMSA results showing altered loop mobilities but very little free DNA, the small FRET increases for A2 loops probably do not represent the conversion of free DNA to a loop. The resistance of the remaining FRET to excess LacI suggests that these loops are converted to a stable low-FRET form, as suggested by the EMSA. We do not know whether this form resembles the extended loops proposed for ligand-free loops; since IPTG decreases the specificity of LacI, the IPTG-bound loops could instead be loops anchored one operator and one nonspecific site, which would allow the DNA to deform to minimize its deformation energy.

In summary, all of these results are consistent with the initial loss of FRET upon IPTG saturation being due to singly bound complexes, altered loop conformations or quasi-stable loops with unchanged geometry. IPTG binding does not appear to cause redistribution among V-shaped loops, but it leads to relatively stable alternative loop conformations, especially for A2 constructs. These low-FRET loops need not be the same as the extended form loops proposed for ligand-free complexes.

DISCUSSION
==========

Determining the structure and stability of DNA loops is essential for a quantitative understanding of gene regulation. Previous studies have proposed a variety of DNA loop topologies and Lac repressor (LacI) conformations in loops, but it has not been possible to map out the free energy landscape that controls loop shape and stability. The systematically constructed DNA sequence landscape of [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"} allows us to stabilize a variety of DNA loop geometries. FPVs allow direct FRET detection of all possible V-shaped LacI loop topologies. This coupled approach provides estimates for the FRET minima and maxima over sequence space for each loop topology, which enables analysis of the population distribution among loop topologies. The looping hyperstability conferred by the A-tract bend makes the experiments much more powerful.

Direct FRET detection of loop topology populations using FPV landscapes
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The FRET peaks and valleys in the landscapes for different FPVs reflect the free energy landscape of different LacI•DNA loop topologies, as in [Figures 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#gks019-F5){ref-type="fig"}. FRET comparisons among FPV landscapes demonstrate unambiguous FRET detection of antiparallel loops for the first time. The FRET maxima for the A1 and A2 FPV landscapes are located at constructs that show near-zero FRET in all the other landscapes, so these maxima represent constructs that adopt a nearly uniform population of a single antiparallel loop type. The maximum in the P1 landscape (9C16) shows a small amount of FRET in the other FPVs. As discussed in 'Results' section, this could reflect crosstalk due to compression of the protein or else the admixture of A1 or A2 forms throughout the P1 peak. The boundary DNA constructs, found in the areas between FRET peaks that show significant FRET on multiple FPV landscapes, adopt more than one loop topology because their sequences are not optimal for any single topology. A surprisingly large proportion of the DNA sequence space supported DNA looping: at least 23 of the 25 bend-operator phasing variants form loops that can be detected in one of the FPVs and are stable to challenge by competitor DNA. Even the constructs that do not support efficient FRET are still looped ([Figure 4](#gks019-F4){ref-type="fig"}). For example, 13C10 loop, which has among the lowest energy transfer efficiencies, was shown to be stable by EMSA. Based on *in vivo* repression results and on earlier work on loop stability ([@gks019-B16],[@gks019-B38; @gks019-B39; @gks019-B40]) we had anticipated that operators that are torsionally out of phase would not support efficient looping, but apparently the decreased bending energy cost due to the A-tracts compensates for the energy cost of twisting the DNA to form a specific loop.

Given our observations of general hyperstability and the uniformity of loops at the FRET maxima, the analysis reported in [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"} converts the 'missing FRET' summed over all of the FPVs into an estimated population landscape of dark looped states for each construct, referred to as extended (E) states. We have the confidence to interpret the absence of a FRET signal only because of the near-complete coverage of the landscape and the hyperstability of the loops, but we do not have any evidence from bulk FRET as to the shapes of loops that exhibit low FRET. They could adopt any conformation or mixture of conformations on a continuum between low-FRET distorted V-shaped LacI loops and the zero-FRET fully extended loop illustrated in [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"}. Our population modeling also does not consider LacI headpiece movement, which crosslinking studies have shown to be important for loop formation ([@gks019-B6]). Varying fluorophore position base pair by base pair might identify these local movements. We cannot convert apparent FRET efficiencies to interfluorophore distances, but single-molecule FRET could address these deficiencies. Techniques like FIONA and SHRImP ([@gks019-B41],[@gks019-B42]) could allow direct analysis of the proposed extended low-FRET LacI geometries. These results all suggest that flexibility of the LacI protein is important in determining loop geometry and stability, especially for loops that do not form optimal V-shaped topologies.

FPV landscapes confirm and extend computational LacI•DNA loop energy landscapes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our work was motivated in part by the opportunity to systematically compare the experiments with a theoretical LacI•DNA loop energy landscape predicted for the same family of constructs using DNA rod mechanics. The computations identified the most stable loop (P1, A1 or A2) for each construct. The energy landscape in [Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}A ([@gks019-B30]) shows the total DNA deformation energy of the most stable V-shaped LacI LacI•DNA loop as a function of helical rotation of the LacI operators. [Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}B shows an analogous representation of the experimental data obtained by tiling and interpolating the map of populations from [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B. The experimental populations match the rod mechanics energy landscape predictions for the low-energy V-shaped loops remarkably well. The theoretical work did not consider LacI deformation; although subsequent studies proposed an extended form LacI ([@gks019-B43]), it has not yet been integrated into modeling of our DNA sequence landscape. The E loop populations from [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B are also shown in the distributions of [Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}B. The E loop area aligns with the operator phasings that were computed to be the highest in energy for V-shaped loops. These constructs benefit the most from LacI flexibility in loop formation. Figure 6.Comparisons of the theoretical LacI•DNA looping energy landscape with FPV-derived population landscapes. (**A**) DNA rod mechanics calculations for the energy of V-shaped LacI-mediated looping, assuming a rigid protein, over the landscape of intrinsically curved DNA ([@gks019-B30]). The energy for each loop type (P1, A1 and A2) was computed as a function of the helical rotation of each operator through 360°, and the lowest-energy loop was selected. The results were then tiled. The gray box is placed to align the theoretical results with the experimental data shown in (**B** and **C**). The diagonal symmetry axis emerges from the model. (B) Combined contour plot of the loop population distributions for the P1, A1, A2 and E topologies calculated from the FPV landscape FRET efficiencies. The population distributions from [Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B (black dots within the transparent square) were tiled assuming a 10.5-bp helical repeat (boxes) and linearly interpolated. The populations of V-shaped LacI•DNA loops are in excellent agreement with the rod mechanics model. The E (extended) loops, which require LacI flexibility, align with the computational predictions for high-energy V-shaped LacI•DNA loops. (C) The population distributions for IPTG saturated LacI•DNA loops calculated in the same manner. The 'dark' FRET population comprises all LacI•DNA complexes that show no FRET. The high-energy boundaries between V-shaped loops are more apparent in the presence of IPTG, and they also correlate well with the calculated boundaries for V-shaped loops shown in (A).

We cannot quantify the free energy differences among loop topologies, but the concordance of boundaries between populations is a strong validation of the theoretical methods and the underlying models for DNA bending and twisting flexibility and sequence-dependent curvature. Our results do not exclude the possibility of enhanced flexibility of DNA under strain, but because of LacI flexibility, the possible effects of kinked or other unusually flexible DNA states are masked ([@gks019-B26],[@gks019-B44],[@gks019-B45]). Kinked or melted DNA would be most important in stabilizing the highest-energy loops, which require substantial DNA deformation, but these are precisely the loops that we believe are actually stabilized predominantly by dramatic protein deformation. The enhanced DNA flexibility models could be more rigorously evaluated using stiffer looping proteins to force more DNA deformation, if such proteins exist.

These experiments on the control of loop topology by bend-operator phasing are consistent with both the calculated loop populations and the expectations derived from the models of [Figure 1](#gks019-F1){ref-type="fig"}C. We speculate that the extended form E loops have their own complex energy landscape and that an E loop is observed when its energy drops below that of a V-shaped loop. For example, the P1 loop is the lowest-energy V-shaped loop when the operators are oriented outward relative to the direction of curvature of the A-tract bend, but these operator phasings would also correspond to the highest energy E loop because forming an E loop would require bend inversion or large twist changes on both sides. The A1 and A2 loops are stable when the operators are largely perpendicular to the central bend and parallel to each other, and the E loops are maximally stable when the operators are torsionally out of phase.

The diagonal symmetry (dashed line in [Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}A) is built in to the computational representation because the bend is idealized and is considered to be centered between the operators, so switching phasings gives the same DNA conformation. The symmetry is largely confirmed by the results in [Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}B and C, but there are deviations from perfect symmetry that may reflect an imperfect underlying model for sequence-dependent DNA shape, the constraint of a central versus an off-center bend position in the modeling, and/or the omission of protein flexibility from these initial stages of modeling. In spite of these small differences, these results demonstrate that our simple interpretation of population modeling using the observed FRET maxima for each landscape is an efficient method for relating FRET efficiencies for FPV landscapes ([Figure 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}A) to loop population distribution landscapes ([Figures 3](#gks019-F3){ref-type="fig"}B and [6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}B) and finally to LacI•DNA loop energy landscapes ([Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}A).

The energy landscape for IPTG-bound LacI•DNA favors low-FRET loops
------------------------------------------------------------------

IPTG may provide a window into the underlying free energies for the V-shaped LacI•DNA looped complexes. Population distributions for the IPTG-bound P1, A1 and A2 loops were calculated from the data of [Figure 5](#gks019-F5){ref-type="fig"}A, using the same *ET~l~* matrix of FRET efficiencies as for the ligand-free loops. IPTG decreased FRET, so the calculated V-shaped loop populations displayed in [Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}C decrease for all landscapes. The low-FRET states are identified simply as dark states since they may not all be loops. IPTG did not cause dramatic redistribution among the high-FRET loops, so apparently it does not stabilize a new lowest-energy quaternary structure for LacI•IPTG. The P1, A1 and A2 peaks of the landscapes in [Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}C appear to be more isolated than in [Figure 6](#gks019-F6){ref-type="fig"}B, suggesting that the less stable boundary constructs have been more efficiently converted to IPTG•LacI•DNA complexes that do not support FRET. The EMSA of [Figure 4](#gks019-F4){ref-type="fig"} suggests that the P1 loop conformation is more resistant to IPTG than the A2 loop or the E loop. The A2 loop converts to a shape with a much faster average mobility, but it retains some resistance to challenge by competitor DNA. The addition of excess LacI to IPTG•LacI•DNA looped complexes readily converts singly bound and relatively unstable loops to a doubly bound complex. Excess LacI generally causes a further decrease in FRET, except that some of the A2 loops are unchanged, suggesting that these IPTG•DNA•LacI complexes are partially converted to stable low-FRET loops, in agreement with the EMSA. These could be specific-nonspecific loops as mentioned above.

As expected, IPTG-bound V-shaped LacI•DNA loops are higher in free energy than the ligand-free loops. Based on the relative stability of A2 loops and the sensitivity of the E loops, the increase in free energy does not seem to be constant across the landscape. If IPTG binding does not change the loop shape, then the loop free energy increase upon binding should correspond to converting the specific LacI•DNA interfaces to non-specific interfaces, previously described by Lewis as the transition from an R to R\* conformation ([@gks019-B46]). The different loop types would be expected to behave similarly in accordance to this model, whereas our data show that the loops vary in their behavior. There is *in vivo* evidence for IPTG loops having an operator phasing preference that is different from the ligand-free loops ([@gks019-B16]). Our results confirm and extend earlier demonstrations ([@gks019-B16],[@gks019-B28],[@gks019-B37]) that IPTG•LacI•DNA loops can be stable but that they are not simply destabilized ligand-free loops.

Biological implications of the control of loop geometry
-------------------------------------------------------

Many cellular regulatory events depend on manipulating DNA shape to sequester a gene or enhance its expression. Both eukaryotes and prokaryotes utilize DNA deformation to store energy through supercoiling, which can potentiate DNA looping. Our studies using intrinsically bent DNA flanked by two operators may mimic highly bent supercoiled DNA, although our molecules are not torsionally constrained. Our demonstration of loop stability over an entire DNA sequence landscape is in agreement with results showing that loops form similarly *in vivo* over a wide range of interoperator distances ([@gks019-B37]). Future work on embedding these constructs in DNA minicircles will determine whether they can also mimic torsional effects *in vivo* (i.e. changes in the periodicity of repression). Saturating IPTG could not destabilize many of these LacI•DNA loops, in accordance with the periodicity of reporter activity as a function of operator spacing even after induction ([@gks019-B16]). It is well known that DNA loops can be controlled by the binding of DNA bending proteins in the loop ([@gks019-B22],[@gks019-B47]), and it is also possible that inducer-bound loops, or less stable loops in general, can be controlled by dynamic mechanisms such as the supercoiling or mechanical forces resulting from translocation by helicases or the transcriptional machinery ([@gks019-B48],[@gks019-B49]). If loops are kinetically stable, the persistence of one or another alternative loops could provide a memory of an earlier state of the DNA shape in the chromosome.

CONCLUSION
==========

The phasing construct/FPV landscape system has proven to be a powerful tool not only for determining the preferred DNA sequence-dependent loop topologies for LacI•DNA loops, but also for calculating population distributions among them. The stability of the LacI•DNA loop topologies and geometries observed here suggests that protein flexibility enhances looped complex stability. DNA looping models have often ignored the contributions of protein flexibility, and this is clearly an oversimplification. Systems biology models for gene regulation will need to contend with the complicated dependence of loop free energy on DNA sequence and the distribution of bound proteins as well as on induction, protein flexibility and the DNA supercoiling environment. We believe that multivariate data sets like the one presented here will be valuable in bridging among biochemical experiments, single molecule experiments, theoretical models and *in vivo*observations.
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